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Escherichia coli cell strain is a typical choice of microorganism to produce heterologous proteins in pharmaceutical industries due to its fast

growth time, high cell densities, high product yield, and relatively easy cultivation scale-up process [1]. The industry demands the maximal

efficiency of the product yield, which has a nonlinear dependence on biomass quantity. The necessary cell growth conditions must be under

control to ensure cultivation success [2]. The crucial effect on biomass growth conducts substrate feeding, especially in limited bioprocess.

Insufficient glucose concentration in the medium limits the growth rate and productivity of E. coli bacteria. The excess glucose in the bioreactor

also inhibits the growth of biomass and products by synthesizing metabolic by-products. Controllability of the glucose concentration in a

cultivation medium secures bioprocess productivity in fed-batch cultures. Our team presents a simulation of a real bioreactor based on a

mathematical model with its substrate feeding control system.

Introduction

Methodology 

The recombinant E. coli non-growth-limiting fed-batch cultivation

process was simulated. The substrate feeding control system

maintained stable glucose concentration in the cultivation medium and

ensured high biomass growth and overall efficiency of the bioprocess.

The approach for the controllability of substrate concentration is based

on the maximal glucose consumption rate of the cells (σmax), mass

balance equations for biomass concentration, X [g/kg], glucose

concentration, S [g/kg] [3], and culture medium weight (in bioreactor),

W [kg], Eq. (1-3):
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Results and Conclusions

Simulation results of an unlimited growth E.coli cultivation

experiment showed the maximal glucose consumption capacity of the

cells. This parameter is crucial to developing the feeding profiles for

the fed-batch E.coli cultivation bioprocess. The proposed control

feeding system ensured stable glucose concentration levels in

bioreactors during non-growth limiting E. coli cultivation bioprocess,

resulting in higher biomass and faster cell growth than in the growth-

limiting substrate feed scenario. The obtained theoretical results of

the modeled process in the Simulink environment correspond to the

parameters and results of the actual E.coli growth process

(implemented by our team in the KTU bioprocess laboratory). The

technique estimates glucose concentrations in bioreactors and can be

applied to creating feeding profiles for fed-batch cultivation

bioprocesses.

Where μ – specific biomass growth rate [g/L], σ- glucose specific

consumption rate [1/L], F- total mass flow to the bioreactor [g/h], Sf

– substrate concentration in feeding solution [g/kg]. Glucose

concentration (S) is a feedback signal for an adaptive PI regulator

that controls the flow rate to the bioreactor (F) [4,5]. Adaptation of

the control systems parameters ensures a smooth transition from

biomass growth to recombinant protein production during

cultivation.
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